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Taranis Novus limited (TNL) Tech-Group is an international information technology (I.T.)
consulting firm with strategic partners covering end-to-end solutions and specializing in
the design and development of quality, innovative information technology solutions for
dynamic businesses, fintech, banking, non-profit, and government organizations. . With over
100 years of professional experience combined in its leadership and other areas of
information technology including system integration, infrastructure, automation, and data
sciences. Our solutions help organizations to facilitate growth, compete more effectively,,
reduce costs, and work more efficiently. Our Strategic partnership both globally and locally
have given us an added edge to offer unique and excellent to our clients. 
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Taranis Novus (TNL Tech-Group) is a professional services firm that focuses on providing Integrated
Information Management Solutions for small, medium and large enterprises. The company caters to
clients in Financial, Fintech, e-governance, aerospace, automotive, commercial printing, education,
publishing, military and defense, medical, and technology markets. Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-
Group) is a VAR to couple of multi-tier, highly scalable solutions with distributed architecture that can
manage the growing information storage and management needs of very large enterprises with many
locations. Most of the solutions we deploy integrate all important EDMS technologies to deliver a one-
stop Ready-to-Run solution that requires no 3rd party software add-ons or complex integration. 

Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group) is one integrated consulting firm that offers services in Imaging,
Document Management, ERMCOLD, Storage Management (magnetic and optical jukeboxes), Web
Clients, Workflow, Event Management, and many other options. At Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-
Group) Inc, we are able to easily integrate our line of chosen solutions with your existing IT environment.
Taranis Novus Limited (TNL-Group), endeavors to empower every member of your organization, at any
location, by giving them immediate & transparent access to all information, no matter where it might be
stored, in a cost effective way. We endeavor to be scalable in all endeavors from a small departmental
solution up to enterprise wide deployment for thousands of users at multiple locations

We work with flexible architectures that allow for quick integration with other line-of-business
applications to deliver more comprehensive and productive business solutions. Most of the products we
offer can plug into or integrate easily with current business solutions in areas like Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer
Information Files (CIF), Business Intelligence (BI), and other solutions. Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-
Group) is a consulting company specializing in the design and development of quality, innovative
information technology solutions for dynamic businesses, non-profit, financial institutions, fintech and
government organizations. With over 100 years of professional experience combined in the areas of
information technology, our solutions help organizations to facilitate growth, compete more effectively,
reduce costs, and work more efficiently. 



EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group) understands that technology is not an end in itself for most
organizations, and therefore, we seek to design information technology solutions that incorporate an
organization’s strategic and business objectives. We build long-term relationships with our clients,
engaging each client at a higher level than would be possible otherwise. We back this client-centric
focus with outstanding customer service and support, as well as a relentless commitment to quality in
all aspects of our business. 

 Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group) implements a wide range of information technology solutions
including custom developed cloud and web solutions, enhancement of existing software applications,
software application integration, database management systems, business intelligence, hyper-
automation, Data Sciences, Artificial intelligence, machine-learning, and security infrastructure.
Functionally, we focus on CRM, project management, and accounting solutions. We employ highly
experienced, certified professionals and utilize best-in-class tools to implement the highest quality
information technology solutions. 

 Taranis Novus Limited (TNL- Tech-Group) serves a diverse client base across all sectors of the economy
including private industry, government, and non-profit organizations. Our clients come from diverse
industry backgrounds including financial services, telecommunications, media, construction, hospitality,
professional services, consumer products, industrial, and health care. We serve businesses of all sizes,
ranging from small businesses to Fortune 1000 companies. Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group)’s
clients share a common desire to increase revenue, reduce costs, improve customer service, improve
workforce collaboration, and increase resource utilization. 



SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

TNL tech-Group as system integrators, our services cover the process of bringing together different
subsystems or components into one cohesive and efficient system. This can involve integrating hardware,
software, and networking components to ensure that they function together as a unified whole. System
integration services are crucial for ensuring that different parts of a system work seamlessly together to
support the overall objectives of an organization.
Our System integration services encompass a wide range of activities, including:

Consulting and Planning: Assessing the existing systems and infrastructure, understanding the client's
requirements, and devising a plan for integrating new components.
Custom Development: Creating custom software or applications to facilitate the integration process
or to bridge gaps between existing systems.
Data Integration: Ensuring that data can flow smoothly between different systems and databases,
often involving data migration, data transformation, and data synchronization.
Testing and Validation: Rigorously testing the integrated system to ensure that it functions as
intended and meets the specified requirements.
Deployment and Support: implementing the integrated system into the production environment and
providing ongoing support and maintenance.
Cloud Integration: Integrating on-premises systems with cloud-based services and applications, or
integrating multiple cloud services together.
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI): Connecting various enterprise applications and systems,
such as CRM, ERP, and HRM systems, to streamline business processes.
Security Integration: Ensuring that security measures are integrated across the system to protect
against potential vulnerabilities and threats

System integration services are provided by our specialized IT team or system integrators who have
expertise in integrating complex and diverse technologies. These services are essential for organizations
looking to streamline their operations, improve efficiency, and leverage the capabilities of various
technologies to achieve their business objectives.



TNL tech-Group offer refer to a range of practices, tools, and technologies that
facilitate collaboration between software development (Dev) and IT operations
(Ops) teams. The goal of our DevOps servicesis to automate and streamline the
processes involved in software development, testing, deployment, and
infrastructure management. Here are some of our key DevOps services:

Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Deployment (CD)
Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
Containerization and Orchestration
Monitoring and Logging
Configuration Management
Version Control
Cloud Services
Security and Compliance

INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

AUTOMATION SERVICES

DEVOPS SERVICES

TNLtech-Group cloud automation services encompass a broad range of tools and
practices designed to automate the management and deployment of cloud
resources and applications. These services help organizations streamline their
operations, improve efficiency, and reduce manual intervention in tasks such as
provisioning, configuration, scaling, and monitoring of cloud infrastructure. Here are
some key categories of our cloud automation services:

Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
Configuration Management
Container Orchestration
Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD)
Serverless Computing
Monitoring and Logging
Security Automation
Cost Management

These are just a few examples of the many services and
practices that fall under the umbrella of our DevOps
services. The specific services utilized by a given
organization will depend on its unique requirements,
technology stack, and organizational culture.



DATA
SERVICES &
MINING
TNL Tech-Group Data science and mining services encompasses a wide range of services and
applications, including but not limited to analyzing large datasets in discovering patterns and
trends for gaining insights towards making informed business decisions. Successful data mining
involves defining the objectives of the analysis, relevant data gathering and application of
appropriate algorithms for interpreting the results towards making strategic business decisions.
Some of these services include:

Data Collection and Integration: Gathering and consolidating data from various sources,
such as databases, APIs, and files.
Data Cleaning and Preprocessing: Identifying and rectifying errors, missing values, and
inconsistencies in the data to ensure its quality and usability.
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA): Analyzing and visualizing data to discover patterns, trends,
and relationships that can guide further analysis.
Statistical Analysis: Applying statistical techniques to understand and interpret data,
including hypothesis testing, regression analysis, and more.
Machine Learning and Predictive Modeling: Building and training models to make
predictions or decisions based on data, such as classification, regression, clustering, and
recommendation systems.
Natural Language Processing (NLP): Processing and analyzing human language data,
including tasks such as sentiment analysis, language translation, and text generation.
Deep Learning: Utilizing neural network architectures to handle complex and large-scale
data, including image recognition, speech recognition, and natural language understanding.
Data Visualization: Creating visual representations of data to convey insights and findings
effectively, using tools such as charts, graphs, and dashboards.
Big Data Analytic Handling and analyzing large volumes of data that traditional data
processing techniques may struggle to manage.
Data Mining: Applying techniques to discover patterns and knowledge from large datasets,
often using methods from machine learning, statistics, and database systems.
A/B Testing and Experimentation: Designing and analyzing controlled experiments to assess
the impact of changes or interventions on user behavior or system performance.



MEET

Femi Numa: Co-founder & MD

Kenny Olaleye: Co-founder & DMD

Bunmi Adebayo: Co-founder & COO

OUR TEAM

Over 35 years of professional experience spanning a diversity of business
segments, including Government, Electronic Banking and Financial Services, Oil and
Gas, Telecoms, Medical Technology, Manufacturing and Construction industries. 

Qualifications: B.Sc. Computer Sciences, Advanced certification in ATM-PAS
programming (NCR Training Institute, Sheldon. Birmingham. UK). Enrolled at the
University College Cardiff, Wales for a master's degree program in Operations
Research. Chartered IT professional member of the British Computer Society as
well as the Computer Professional Registration Council of Nigeria (CPN). 

Over 27 years of professional experience spanning a diversity of business
segments, including Aviation, Manufacturing, Financial institutions, Oil and Gas and
IT Services Providers (i.e., Dell, IBM and Fujitsu Computer Services.

Qualification: A Pioneer Graduate of Lagos State University with Bachelor of
Science degree in Mathematics and Bachelor of Science degree in Business
information system from University of East London. An experienced Chartered IT
Consultant, Certified Project Management Professional, an Agile Certified
Practitioner, a Member of British Computer Society and a Member International
Information System Security.

Bunmi is a transformational IT executive with over two decades leading change in
business enterprise environments. His background spans Banking,
Pharmaceuticals, Innovation, Governance and Leadership roles in Information
Technology in many engagements in IBM business services, Sanofi
Pharmaceuticals, XO communications, Executive Council; Ogun State Govt. of
Nigeria, Citizen's bank N.A, Bank of America N.A and Infosys Technologies.

Qualifications: B.Sc.International Relations University of Ife, Nig. (now OAU),
Grad.Cert, New Media, University of Missouri-Columbia, MO United States, Certs.
in Project-Mgmt., Rutgers University New Brunswick NJ, Certificates in
Technology Entrepreneurship: Lab to Market, and Entrepreneurship in Emerging
Economies, HarvardX of Harvard Business School, Cambridge MA.



MEET

Kunle Ojeikere: Co-founder & CIO

Fabian Lojede: Co-founder & CCSO

Tunde Adepoju: Co-founder & CFO

OUR TEAM
Paul Kunle Ojeikere (PKO) is a seasoned CIO, Corporate Strategist, and multi-
certified Project/Program Manager with vast leadership experience spanning over
three decades and cutting across various industries and cultures. Some of the
organizations he played key roles in include Avery Group L.L.C, Trojan Technologies
Inc. and The Searle company all in North America; CBN, Globacom and BAT in
Nigeria.

·Qualifications: PKO is a PIONEER Alumnus of Lagos State University where he
graduated with a B.Sc. (Hon’s.) degree in Political Science. He also has M.Sc in
Information Systems Development at the London School of Economics. He's also
served as Commissioned Officer with Canadian Reserved Forces 705 Comms
Squadron. His certifications are PMP, PMI-ACP, TOGAF, SAFe 5.

With Over 25 years’ experience in the film and marketing communications industry
telling both brand and creative stories that sell. A well-known face and voice Infront
and behind the camera. A Serial Entrepreneur. He started out as a copywriter in the
global ad agency Leo Burnett Lagos. Fabian is the Founder of, Deo Media Holdings
SA, Partner Blue Flamingo Africa, Co- Founder,Go- Digital Africa, Co – Founder;1
Take Media SA, Founder, Blu Jeans Communications, and Manager creative,
Rosabel Leo Burnett Lagos.

Qualifications: B.Sc Psychology University of Ibadan, member of ARCON
(Advertising Regulatory Council of Nigeria). 

Olatunde is a chartered accountant and a fellow of Institute of Chartered
Accountant of Nigeria. He has over 30 years professional cum entrepreneurship
experience across industries and sectors. He is an experienced entrepreneur with
background in banking and finance. His banking experience spans domestic and
international operations, credit analysis, business development, risk management,
corporate banking & special projects and turnaround management.

B.Sc Accounting (Hons) - University of Ilorin, 1990
Professional Qualification - Fellow Institute of Chartered Accountant of Nigeria.
Certificate, Integrated and Enterprise Risk Management Program - MOODYS Risk
Management Services, San Francisco, California.
Certificate, Senior Management Program – Lagos Business School (in affiliation
with IESE Business School, Spain)
Certificate, Comprehensive General Management Program – Harvard Business
School, Cambridge, MA.
Certificate, Building New Venture – Harvard Business School, Cambridge, MA.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE

 History

Company Size & Location

Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group) incorporated has been operational since 2023 as a
limited liability corporation, initially as a spin-off of Taranis Novus Limited, incorporated both in
Nigeria and South Africa to focus on general IT solutions. In that brief period of existence with
combined 100 years of experience of the founders in different industries: Financial, automotive,
commercial printing, education, publishing, medical, and technology markets we are geared
and excited to offer our services to clients needs with our presence in Africa. We are determined
to serve the needs of that market in terms of proprietary and custom needs, while still honoring
our commitment based on our third-party relationships.

Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group)Incorporated started with 6 employees from the spin off
from Taranis Novus incorporated, but increased its human resource strength within a short
period of time to 15 staff. We do engage temporary staff on a need basis, and have a consistent
use of 40-50 temporary staff on the average this year alone. We do operate from our
operational headquarters in Ilupeju Lagos and specialize in Turnkey IT solutions 

Strategic Alliance & Partnerships
Temy Rowlands Associates Inc is affiliated with many IT Solutions Providers either directly or
through 3rd party affiliations either as Resellers, VAR or Technical partners among which are
NGGroup, Eccentex , and GNI Softwares. 

Clientele
Our client base spans Nigeria and other African countries. We are currently engaged as
consultants to a couple of SME’s on document management capture and migration. All other
client disclosure is available on request. 



OUR
PARTNERS

Eccentex is a Leader in Agile Business Applications, CRM, End -to-End Process
Automation, and Business Intelligence Solutions.

Gni Software is globally renowned provider in complete line of software for the
financial sector ranging from Mobile banking, Internet banking, Credit systems,
System core, Card systems, Payment systems, Open API integration bus, AML &
Anti-Fraud, Systems for Credit Guarantee Funds, Leasing systems, islamic
banking to treasury systems

NCgroup is our global strategic partner in E-governance and financial
Solutions. 



GET
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Taranis Novus Limited (TNL Tech-Group) is a consulting
company specializing in the design and development of
quality, innovative information technology solutions for
dynamic businesses, non-profit, financial institutions,
fintech and government organizations. With over 100
years of professional experience combined in the areas of
information technology, our solutions help organizations
to facilitate growth, compete more effectively, reduce
costs, and work more efficiently. 

+234(0)812-1114143

CONTACT US :

www.tnltech.com

leads@tnltech.com

Olabode House, 217/219, Ikorodu Road, Illupeju


